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Bowling Green Slot* University. Friday. January 11, 1957

Six Seniors, Four Juniors Tapped
As Omicron Delta Kappa Members

Student Salk Inoculation
Slated To Begin Jan. 14
The salk potto vaccine inoculations for students will begin
Monday, Jan. 14 and will continue to be given through Thursday, Jan. 17. Injections are also scheduled for Monday, Jan.
21 and Tuesday, Jan. 22. Other dates for injection will be
announced second semester.
The injections will be applied by the University Health
Service nt Johnston Hospital between 6-il p.m. on the scheduled
nights.
Nearly a thousand students have
preregistered for inoculation, but
preregistration is not a requirement
to receive an injection. All students
in the University are eligible to
The first public performance
receive the vaccine. However, parfur elementary school children of
ental approval for those students the Workshop Player's production,
under 21 years old mutt be present- "Puss-In-Boota," is scheduled for
ed at the time of inoculation.
Wednesday, Jan. Iff at the HowStudents 20 years old and over
ling Green High School auditormust pay 80 cents for the cost of
ium according to Anne Potoky.
play director. There will be two
the serum. A free injection is
performances, one at 10 a.m. and
granted to students 19 years old
another at 1:30 p.m.
and under.
Virgil H. Taylor, business mana'I'uss-In-Hoots' was written by
ger of the Health Service, emDorothy Moulding as a children's
phaaized the fact that students
play. The story centers on the
mutt
have
parental
approval
fairy tale character Puss, and deand/or the 80 centa fee to present picts how he adroitly elevates his
at the time of inoculation.
master from a penniless son of a
miller to a landed member of the
Taylor also states that head
rc-mVnts will inform their residents aristocracy.
of the exact day they should go to
A double casting effect has
receive an inoculation. To alleviate
been used by Miss Potoky for
long lines of waiting students, the
three of the main parts. l'uss-lnschedule has been arranged so that
Itoots will he played by Nornia
all students in certain residences
I'uehler and I.indelee Smith; the
will receive inoculations on the
princess hy Margo Anderson and
same night. Therefore, students Judith Rcatty; and the miller's
should watch residential bulletin
son is played by Larry Hradford
boards for the exact time of the in- and Jerry Kepler. Larry Coffman
jections.
is the master of ceremonies while
Staff members of the Health
Dimitrios Feonomitlcs and Lewis
Service prefer students to use the
Rove take the parts of the king
rear door, west-side upon entering and the giant.
the hospital to receive injections.
The chorus consists of; Charles
Inoculations are to be given on
Abhott, Margo Anderson. Larry
the ground floor of the hospital.
Hradford, Rarbara Dowllng, BarFinal registration, consisting of bara Gaines, David Johns. Luanne
presenting parental approval, pay- Johnson, Judith Lisy, Carol Ann
ment of the fee, and filling out a
Sartor. Gregory Sedwick, I.inderecord sheet will take place in
lee Smith, James Steidtmann, Mclthe hall-way of the ground floor.
via Turner, Rosemary Westfall.
Members of Omega Phi Alpha,
Michael Wist, .lulianne Woodley.
women's service society, will per- and Harhara Zimmer.
form secretarial duties and memTechnical crew heads include;
bers of Alpha Phi Omega, men's
Judith Arheit and Carolyn I.cake,
service fraternity, will also assist
assistant directors; Frederick St.
in the program.
John and Thomas W'olpcrt. stage
managers; Sandra Carvey. scenery; Patricia Poros, costumes;
Lois Derrough, lights; Virginia
Seaborn, props; Wanda Chynowcth, publicity; Patricia Reloff.
sound.
Special music has been arranged and scored by Seymour L. BenThe A Cappella Choir will prestork who will conduct members
sent its first out-of-state concert of the University Symphony Orof the year Sunday, Jan. 13, in
chestra as they provide the musiFt. Wayne, Ind. Another concert
cal accompaniment.
will be given earlier in the day in
"Puss In-Roota" will be preLima.
sented on tour in Norwalk and
Under the direction of Dr. Jaaaes
Paul Kennedy, the 65-voice choir Fostoria and will play two performances for the Toledo P.T.A.
will sing at Olivet Presbyterian
Council at the State Theatre in
Church In Lima at 3:30 p.m. At
that city on March 14.
8 p.m., the choral group will be
On January 18 and 19 the play
heard in the First Presbyterian
Church in Ft. Wayne as part of will be presented i n the Gate
the church's artist series programs. Theatre.

Players To Give
Children's Show

Choir To Present
Indiana Concert

Neighborliness Displayed To High
Degree By University Students
IT JOAN HONXALA
With all the national appeals for aid for the Hungarian refugees, people have not
become mute to the local situation and when disaster
strikes they are there ready
with help. Neighborliness has not
been lost in the busy affairs and
by the demands which society
makes on people in their every
day lives.
Families in the University apartments proved this point by
donating time and money and helping Bob and Jan Ream who were
involved in an automobile accident
Saturday, Dec 29 on the Pennsylvania' Turnpike.
The group set up a fund to hire
a housekeeper for a weeek to look
after the house and baby. The
women in the apartments are taking turns doing the family laundry.
Since the Beams' car was demolished in the accident, five families
have volunteered transportation for
the couple to get back and forth
to the doctor.
Bob's professors were informed
of the accident by a volunteer committee. Because of bead injuries
which he suffered, his eyes tire
easily and so a group of his class-

mates in the apartments agreed to
tutor him.
This group also contacted Bob's
employer and explained what had
happened to the family. Appoint menu with doctors were also arranged.
Two women who are nurses and
live in the apartment area have
arranged a schedule so that one of
them is on call every hour of the
day, should either Bob or Jan
need medical aid quickly.
Babysitters are also available to
the Reams on request. The baby,
Mark, was in the back seat of the
car at the time of the accident,
but was not injured.
Jan estimated that at least 12 to
15 persons have called on them and
brought .food. When they came
borne from the hospital, they found
that the house had been cleaned,
the laundry done, and meals
brought in for a few days. On the
menu were liquid foods which Jan
has to have since most of her
teeth were knocked out in the accident, and many of Bob's favorite
foods.
Dave Visney, who lives in one of
the University apartments, and
the Rev. John Brown, of the Episcopal Church, volunteered their
services to go to Pennsylvania and
■get the family when they were
ready to come home.

PanHel To Sponsor
Get Acquainted Mixer
Tonight For Freshmen

FULLER

ODK Chooses
Alum Of Year
John J. Fuller, prof, of Education at W i n o n a State
Teachers College in Minnesota, has been named "The
Alumnus of the Year" by
Omicron Delta Kappa, leadership fraternity at the University.
Dr. Fuller, who was graduated
from the University in 1922, will
give the principal address at
the OKD initiation here on
Sunday,
January
13.
Dr.
Lloyd A. Helms, dean of the graduate school and faculty secretary
to the local chapter, said today.
The initiation of new members
to he held in I'rout Chapel at 4
p.m. will be followed by Dr. Fuller's address at 5 p.m. The chapter will hold lit initiation banquet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Charles Restaurant.

A mixer for everyone Interested in sorority rushing will he held
by Pan-Hellenic Council tonight
from fl to 8 p.m. in the south gym
of the Women's Bldg. The program, planned to enable sorority
and freshman women to become
better acquainted, will include entertainment, singing, and refreshments. Linda Tiemnn and Sharon
Tamhlin are co-chairmen.
On Saturday. Jan. 18, l'an-Hellenic Council will present a workshop in the recreation hall. A
question and answer period and
talks on sorority life, rushing,
pledging, and expenses are planned to acquaint prospective rushees
with all aspects of sorority life.
Active and pledge pills of all sororities on campus will also he
displayed.
Girls living at Kohl Hall will
attend the workshop from - to
:i p.m.; Treadway Hall, 3 to I
p.m.; ami Ivy and Williams Halls,
t to B Km. Upperclnss and trans
for students interested in attending may borne daring any of the
periods.
"These meetings are important,
and anyone interested in rushing
should definitely try to nttend."
Arlene Dnughcrty, 1'an-hellenic
president, added.

Dr. Fuller was born and reared nt Dunhridge in Wood County.
In his teaching career is included
one year (I92.r>-2C) in which he
taught mathematics at Waite High
School, Toledo.

Dormitory Shifts To
Commence Before
Semester Vacation

He then accepted u position as
associate director of teacher training and principal of the laboratory school at Oregon College of
Education, hut returned to Ohio
after two years to complete
studies for the Ph.D. degree nt
Ohio State University. After receiving the degree he remained
with the University for another
year as deputy director of the
emergency adult education prigram.

Girls will be able to move their
possessions into their new rooms
at Founders Quadrangc before
leaving for home for the midsemester vacation, according to Dr.
Klden T. Smith, director of student
life and services. The men will be
able to take over the reconverted
dorms, Shatzcl, Williams and Kohl
Halls, on Monday and Tuesday,
Feb. 4 and 5.
The girls will be given the key
to their new rooms and will be
able to move all of their possessions
over to the new rooms, but will not
be allowed to live there until their
return for the new semester. Dr.
Smith suggested that the girls
move over in stages and that they
leavo their bedding, and a few personal possessions in their old rooms
until they are ready to check out
of the old dorm for the vacation.
The moving can start Saturday,
Jan. 26 until the end of finals week,
Thursday, Jan. 31. The girls will
move themselves at their own convenience.
After all of the girls arc out of
Shatzel, Kohl and Williams Halls,
the dorms will be cleaned by the
maintainance department in preparation for the new tenants.
Housemothers will remain in the
dorms until all of the girls have
checked out.
In as many cases as possible the
move will allow the head residents,
counselors and students to transfer from the three dorms to
Founders Quandrangle without being switched to other groups to
allow the students to settle down
as soon as possible following the
"big move."
Dr. Smith announced the names
of the head residents for all of the
dorms for second semester. Richard
Weaver, Kohl Hall; Robert Hanrahan, Williams Hall; William Berry,
Shatzel Hall; Mrs. Ruth White,
Treadway; Mrs. Herbert Trumbore,
Harmon; Miss Dorothy Wright,
Mooney and Miss Harriet Daniels,
Lowrey.

In lU.li Dr. Fuller accepted the
position as dean of New Mexico
State Teachers College, and served as acting president of the institution in 1930. For 10 years,
from 1937 to 1947, he was director of student teaching at the
University of Tennessee, and then
accepted the position which he
now holds as prof, of education at
Winona State Teachers College in
Minnesota.
He spent last year on leave to
lecture on higher education in the
Philippines and to make a world
tour.

Musicians Host To
Ohio Music Teachers
The University's music department was host yesterday to the
District one Conference of the
Ohio Music Education Association.
Music teachers and elementary
teachera who teach music to their
particular grades, according to Roy
J. Weger, assistant professor of
music, attended the meetings and
discussion groups held in the Practical Arts RIdg. from 1 to 9 p.m.
A. G. Wright, director of bands
at Purdue University was a guest
speaker. Others were Joseph Artley, a representative of the Selmer
Co. of Elkhart, Ind., makers of
musical instruments, and James
Middleton, vocal instructor at Fostoria High School in Fostoria.
"Marching Band Techniques"
was the subject of Mr. Wright's
talk. Mr. Artley conducted a reedmaking clinic for those interested
in oboes and other two-reed instruments. Mr. Middleton discussed "Vocal Techniques for Classroom Teachers and Music Directors."

Orchestra Soloist
Jane Herrmann, BGSU senior,
will be a soloist with the Toledo
Orchestra on Sunday, Jan. 13,
at 3 p.m. in the Toledo Museum
of Art Peristyle. She will play
the first movement of the Beethoven Concerto No. 1, in C major.

BG Rifle Team Wins
Dual Meet Over TU
The Army ROTC Rifle Team
fired its first dual meet of the
season on Sunday, Dec. 16, against
the University of Toledo and won
by a score of 1344 to 1276.
This match was the first in a
series of three matches which the
two teams will fire against each
other this year. The winner of
the series receives the RocketFalcon Rifle Team Trophy. Toledo
won the trophy in a very close
series last year.

Six seniors and four juniors were tapped for membership
in the Heta Tau Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa, national
men's honorary for leadership achievement, early last Wednesday morning, according to Fred Ashley, president of the
group.
The seniors were Herbert Hipp. James I,cssig, Henry
Jacques, John Mortland, Ronald
Walsh, and Roland William.-.
Ross Cornell, Douglas Egglcs
ton, Jnmes Rodgers, and Edward
Ward were the junior initiates.
University debaters will comThere arc five qualities on which
pete in two debate divisions at
candidates are judged for mem
Ohio Wesleynn University's inhership in the society. These qualivitational speech tournament Sa- ties are character, leadership and
service in compus life, scholarship,
turday.
fellowship, nud consecration to deIn the first division, Robin Turner anil Tom Davis will make up mocratic ideals.

Debaters Compete In
Wesleyan Tournament

the affirmative team while the
negative will he comprised of
Phyllis O'Reilly and Larry tiardner. Jerry Banninga and Don
I'hinney represent the affirmative
group of the second division and
Sandra Clark anil Dora Ann D'Zurik will support the negative.

The candidates must also p we
service and leadership in one or
more of the following fields: scholarship; athletics; social and religious affairs; publications; speech
music and dramatic arts.

Dr. Raymond Yeager, director
of forensics, and Robert Cowles,
assistant debate coach, will travel
with the debaters.

Student Justices
Fine Violators
Student Court fined nine students a total of $11) for parking
violation! nt its last mooting before vacation. Car privileges for
two students were denied for a
period of three weeks.
Found guilty of third and fourth
parking offenses were Charles
rurdom and Hill Miller. Purdom
was fined $K for his third offense
and $10 for hi** fourth. Miller was
fined $f» for his third offense and
$10 for his fourth offense. Both
students had their enr privileges
denied for a total of three weeks.
Dick Kneiss was found guilty
of his second and third parking
violations and paid $8 in fines.
He will attend the next three sessions of court as part of his penalty because his car is no longer
on campus and cannot be impounded.
Don Rush was found guilty of
his second parking violation and
paid a fine of $.1,
Kined $1 in absentia for parking violations were Kichard Meredith, Haul Kerens, Kdwartl Frederick, Arthur Champoux, and Bill
Bowerman.
At the first session, Monday,
of the new year, the Court found
only one person jruilty of a parking violation. Dick Prechtcl was
fined $1 for a first offenae.

Funds Set Up
For Refugees
Four scholarships have been established by the University for
Hungarian refugee students recommended by the World University Service, President Ralph W.
McDonald said today.
In a letter received this week,
the executive secretary of the
World University Service said,
"We shall forward to you applications of those who seem best
suited to this scholarship opportunity."
The University has offered to
take two single men and two single women Hungarian refugee
students, and would provide full
scholarships, beginning with the
opening of the second semester
of February 4. The scholarships
would cover all fees and the cost
of books. Resides this assistance,
the students would need tunds
from other sources for clothing
and miscellaneous expenses. University officials are confident that
the additional funds will be readily available from individuals and
organizations in Northwest Ohio,
including students and student organizations of the University.
The World University Service
is sponsored by R'nai B'rith Foundations of American Universities,
the National Newman Club Federation, the U.S. National Student
Association, the United Student
Christian Council, and the National Student Council of YMCA
and YWCA.

HIPP
Hipp was chosen for outstanding service in social and religious
affairs. Hipp, president of Sigmn
Alpha Kpsilon fratrcnity, is a
senior in the College of Husiness
Administration. He is also treasurer of the Senior Class, past
vice-president and treusurcr of
the Inter-Fraternity Council, and
Creek Week treasurer.
I.essig was also selected for service and leadership in social and
religious affairs. He is an Knglish
major in the College of Kducation
and served as president of Delta
Upsilon fraternity. I.essig is a
lieutenant colonel in the Air Force
ROTC, appeared in a major production at the University, and is
a member of the A Cappella choir.

JACQUES

MORTLAND

Jacques, a journalism major in
the College of Liberal Arts, was
selected for his outstanding work
in the field of publications. He is
editor-in-chief of the BG News
and a member of the Council on
Student Affairs. Jacques has held
the positions of vice-president and
corresponding secretary of the Sigma Chi fraternity. He has been
president of the Press Club and
assistant editor on the Key.
Mortland was tapped for being
outstanding in athletics. He is a
journalism major in the College
of Business Administration and
has won three letters in crosscountry and two in track. Mortland is president of the Varsity
Club and captain of the crosscountry team.

WALSH

WILLIAMS

Walsh was selected for scholarship. He has attained a 3.5 accumulative point average as a
chemistry major in the College
of Liberal Arts. He is president
of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity; vicepresident of Alpha Epsllon Delta,
pre-medical ronorary; and a member of Book and Motor and Phi
Eta Sigma honorarics.
Williams with a 3.85 accumulative point average was chosen for
outstanding work in speech. He
has participated in debate tournaments, Is president of the University Veterans Association, and
vice-president of Pi Kappa Delta.
(Continued on page 2)

Editorially Speaking

Interview
Schedule

Toward Understanding ...
Two major examples of lack of information were cited
recently in a meeting of many of the student leaders of our
campus.
At this meeting, it was brought out that a sizable amount
of students do not participate in University organizations
and special interest groups simply because they lack information regarding the activities, plans, programs, and aims
of these groups.
The other point is the great amount of misconceptions
still prevalent about the present social program and how
it is operated, what a group should do when planning an
event, how to obtain money, and who to sec.
To curb the situation concerning the social committee,
we suggest further meetings of the group presidents and the
social committee such as the one held last fall, where the
students have a chance to speak their mind on the program
and to clear up any doubts or questions they have concerning
the operation of said program.
To solve the other problem. The B-G News will begin a
series of articles during the coming weeks to help explain
the functions of different organizations. Kach story will cover
a different group, its organization, and its plans—past, present, and future.
At the time of the writing of the story, the News will
roqueat the group to hold an open meeting during the week
following the apiwarance of their story in the columns of
the newspaper.
All students who are interested will be invited to attend
this meeting. Some of the groups will be looking for members
and others will be organizations with elected memberships.
But the main point is that the student will be given an opportunity to see these groups in action and thus be better informed on campus happenings.
We also plan to run another story on the social committee
in an effort to clear up mis-conceptions concerning its powers
and operations.
It is our opinion that these subjects should be cleared
up for the good of the student body and the University. It
has been a problem for many groups during the past years
to secure members. If the social program is to be utilized,
it must be understood by those who must use it. These are
two of the reasons that such a program of information is
needed now.
It is our hope that by planning these o|>en meetings,
stories, and urging more discussion groups concerning the
social program, that we will be able to strengthen and increase
student participation in campus organizations and help in
the achievement of better and bigger social programs.

lam. 15
General Electric Company, Conncaut, Ohio, Jamie Hecht, interviewer.
Girl Scouts of America, Lima,
Ohio, Margaret Rooner, interviewer. For all types of graduates.
fea. It

Price Waterhouae, Dick Keenan,
interviewer. For accounting student*.
Liberty Mutual, Detroit, Mich.,
John Schottdorf, interviewer. For
Liberal Arts and Business Administration students, not necessarily
insurance majors, and general
science students.
tea. 17

Provident Mutual Life Insurance, Mr. Jackman, interviewer
For insurance and general business majors and Liberal Arts stu
dents.
Pillsbury Mills, Cleveland, Ohio,
Mr. Dregneau, interviewer. For
sales, accounting, office management and all phases of business
and Liberal Arts students.
Ian. II
Aetna Casualty, Columbus, Ohio,
('. D. Lamb, interviewer. Interviewing for fire insurance division.
tea. 11

U.S. Gypsum, Chicago, 111., .1.
D. Shelton, interviewing. For accounting, sales and chemistry majors.
laa. II
Hessemer and Lake Erie Kailroad Company, Plttsburg, Pa.,
Paul C. Major, Interviewer.
There will be no interviews
during final examinations. Interviews will resume February 8.

"Bouifioi) Green State Umuwritu
tDITOalAl ST ATT
H.nry |aco«M
tea Haakala
Ion. Bryaa -.

Nancy Harrteatoa

Aaat

Ua Waoaat
......
Charlotte S—in.tl
Do.aU C Palais—

■OBOTSS IT AFT
Marda lareerweM Baakues X
tea

If a student Is scheduled for three examinations on one day or for two examinations it the same hour. It Is
recommended that he discuss his examination schedule with the Registrar.

Examination Schedule
First Semester 1M6-67
Thursday.
January 24

Friday,
January 35

Monday.
January 28

Tuesday.
January 29

Wednesday.
Janaary M

Thursday.
Janaary 31

7:48- It 30

Acct. 131.
133. Mus. 305.
311. S17

Mnlh 100. 101
111. 341

Chem. 101
Oeol. 100
Slat. 303

Math 95
103, 110. 301

Fren. 101
(term 101
Span. 101
Mgt. 360

11:30 TTh

9:46-11 :U

11:30 M WF

1:30 T Th
1:30-3 45 TTh

3:30 M W P

1:30 M W F

8:30 T Th
8:30-9:46 TTh

13:16- 3:06

13:30 M W F

9:30 M W F

10:30 M W F

1:30 M WF

2:30 M W F

3:16- 4:05

Eng. 101
Acct. 431

Hist. 161. 303
306,306

Psyc. 101, 104
Law 315. 417

Spch 103
Fin. 341

B Ad 103
Acct. 336

* 15- 6:05

3:30 TTh
3-4:15 T Th

13:30 T Th
13-1:15 T Th

3:30 T Th
Eng. 103

10:30 T Th
10-11:16 TTh

9:30 TTh

Exam Hoar

Groups To Sponsor

Campus Commentary

Seaway Symposium

Editor Asks For Many Changes;
Desires To Continue Kissy-Face

The University's College of Business Administration and the Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority
will sponsor a symposium, "How
Toledo, aa a World Port, Will Effect Your Livelihood," in the auditorium of the Practical Arts Bldg.,
Tuesday, Jan. 15, at 7:30 p.m.
with the public invited.
The program will consist of a
color film on the building of the
St. Lawrence Seaway, and a panel
discussion. The panel will explain
the Impact of the seaway on the
entire Great Lakes area; the newOhio Port Authority Act; and the
functions of the Toledo-Lucas
County Port Authority.
The purpose of the program is
to acquaint residents with the
overall potential of this area due
to the new seaway.

ODK Tapping
(Continued from page 1)
Williams is a finance major in
Business Administration.
Among the juniors, Cornell, has
displayed leadership qualities in
the area of scholarship. Cornell, a
math major in the College of
Liberal Arts, has an accumulative
point average of .'1.85. He is president of Sigma Theta Kpsilon, and
a member of the following hnnoraries: Beta Pi Theta, Kappa Mi,
Book and Motor, and Phi Eta
Sigma.
Egglcston was tapped for his
leadership in social and religious
affairs. Eggleston, who majors in
-ales in the College of Business
Administration, is IFC «ecretary.
chairman of Greek Week, and a
member of Ihe Theta Chi fraternity. He has been a delegate
to the National IFC Conference,
a member of the steering committee for Religious Emphasis Week,
and has appeared in leading roles
in several University major productions.
Rodgers was selected for his
outstanding work in speech. He
has held many leading roles
in major dramatic productions at
the University and he is a speech
major in the College of Education. Rodgers is a past president
of the Workshop Players, business manager of the A Capm-lla
Choir, and a member of the Theta
Chi fraternity.
Ward, a member of the former Student Senate and a justice
of the Student Court, was chosen
because of his efforts in social
and religious affairs. Ward, who
received the Phi Eta Sigma Scholarship and Leadership Award oti
Honors Day last May, is a personnel administration major in the
College of Business Administration. He is a member of Delta
Tau Delta fraternity.
Pictures of the juniors tapped
will be run in Tuesday's issue of
the B-G News.

By HAW JACQUES

Things for 1957—although January 1, 1967 and its aftereffects have been torn from our calendars for better than 10
days now, wishes for the coming year are still in order with 354
days of 1957 remaining.
Some of the things that we would like to see during this
coming year are: a little more thought before action on the
part of some of the people on this
campus; more tables in the Nest
and faster service; a larger gym
where students can get good seats
without coming two hours prior
to a game; more victories for all
the Falcon teams; a new set of
stairs at the northeastern entrance
to the Commons; a handle on the
drinking fountain next to the University Post Office: more recognition of the average student—
more indians and less chiefs; a
changing of the old signs on the
second floor of the Administration
Bldg. which incorrectly designate
different deans' offices; more Clumein sessions sponsored by Council on Student Affairs; a student
sounding board such as a presidents' council; another all-american award for the Key; more stu
dent spirit: less griping; and a
good Soring Semester loaded with
week-end events for students. This
list is far from being complete
but it does include some of the

things, big and small, which we
think would help to improve our
campus.
And among the things that we
would not like to see in the coming year: Men returning their
dates to dormitories at Marquette
University have been forbidden to
kiss them good-night in front of
those buildings.
The dean of women cites a rule
which prohibits public display of
affection outside women's residence halls.
The men take their girls to the
dorm, shake their hands or pat
them on the head, and say goodnight.
In the department of repeatsBlessed are they who go round
in circles for they shall be called
wheels; Blessed are the censors
for they shall inhibit the earth;
and The B-G News, so far as can
he determined, is published for
and read by people who likewise
make mistakes.

On Campus

with
Max Shulmar)

M.rt.r ./ -BtnfrH »., r/iia Caaek,*atoj

SOME MORE
LITTLE STORIES WITH BIG MORALS
Fint Little Story
One* upon • time there was an Indian bra** named
Running Bear who had a squaw named Giggling Water.
Giggling Water was sort of a mess, but she sure could)
make beaded moccasins. Every day she whipped up a
brand-new pair of beaded moccasins for Running Bear
which were so gorgeous that all the Indian maids on the
reservation grew giddy with admiration.
Well sir, Giggling Water got livid about all the girls
making goo-goo eyes at Running Bear, and one night the
told him so. Then he got livid too, and they had a terrible
rumble, and he slapped her on the wrist, and she started
crying like crazy and moved out of the wigwam and
went home to her mother and never came back.
"Good riddance!" said Running Bear, but he soon
found out how wrong he was, for the Indian maids were
not really interested in him, only in his moccasins, and
when he stopped showing up with a new pair every day,
they quickly gave him the yo-heave-ho, and today he is
a broken man, sitting all alone in his tepee and muttering
ancient Ute curses.
MORAL: Don't fight the hand that beads you.

If a course Is listed In the outline above nil sections of the course will take the examination at the designated hour. For example: All sections of English 101 will take the examination on Thursday, January 34 at
3:16 p.m.
For courses not listed In the above outline, the first meeting In the week determines the time of examination. For example: A Geography class which meets at 8:30 MWF will take the examination on Tuesday.
January 39 at 9:46 a.m.
For courses not regularly scheduled, please check with your lastructor for the time of the examination.

■rear?

Letters To The Editor

Adviser Raps Moskowitz For
Vituperative, Scurrilous Attacks
To Th* Editor:
As faculty advisor to Kyas, the
campus literary magazine, I feel
I must correct a statement made
in Mr. Moskowitz's column of December IK. Kyas is not connected
with the anonymous publications
that have recently appeared on
campus. While it is possible that
some contributors to Eyas have
been the same people who are at
present writing copy for Les Miserables or other papers (since I
do not know who they all are) the
magazine is certainly not produced by them. Furthermore, Mr.
Moskowitz's statement that Eyas
is seldom bought or read is both
ingenuous and inaccurate. The
circulation is about as high as can
reasonably be expected for an
unsubsidized publication, and the
quality of material is certainly a*
high as that in most literary maga
zincs in medium sized state institutions.
Evidently scurrilous statements
are not confined to anonymous
publications, nor are they censored, or even edited, by the B-G
News. It would seem only just, on
the "equal space" principle employed by such newspapers as the
New York Times, that the persons
attacked so vituperatively by Mr.
Moskowitz, be given opportunity
In the columns of the News to
reply to Mr. Moskowitz If he or
other defenders of the status quo

are subsequently impelled lo write
further attacks, the critics should
be accorded the privilege of answering within the News again.
Such exchanges could, I believe,
bring about a healthy attitude of
intelligent controversy, free from
the stab-in-the-back tactics of the
present situation. But intelligent
and equal controversey cannot be
held with one opponent entrenched within a subsidized press and
the other secretly distributing
hand-made pamphlets.
Very truly yours.
R. C. Carpenter
Assistant Professor of English

• • •

Editor's Note:
The opinions expressed by Mr.
Moskowitz in his column are his
own and do not neccessarily reflect the feelings of the entire
staff. Also, the B-G News will
gladly give space to persons "attacked " when and if we get sign
ed letters from such persons.

85 To See Inauguration
Eighty-five members of the
University Concert Band, will travel by bus to Columbus, Monday,
Jan. 14 to play at the inauguration of Gov. elect C. William
O'Neill along with other Ohio university and high school bands.

Pitch Pikes Appear
On Cleveland Show
Four students, Glenn Vogel.
Dick Meredith, Ed Janeway, and
Tom Garmhausen, known as the
Pitch Pikes, have been busy over
their Christmas vacation.
Outstanding in their many jobs
as a singing group they were working on the Tom Haley Show over
KYW-TV. From their work on
this show they have been given
recommendation by Joe Tanski,
director of TV productions.
They cut a "Hi-fi" audition record for submission to record
companies under the supervision
of Phil McLean, a leading disc
jockey and TV personality in the
Cleveland area.
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SEGALLS
OPPOSITE DATE THEATER

Huge selection of LP's from $1.98

Second Little Story
Once upon a time there was a sweet old gentleman
named Nathan who ran a tobacco counter at a large
American university. All of the students loved him
dearly, and they used to come over whenever they could
to buy Philip Morris Cigarettes and chat with Nathan,
both of which were highly satisfactory pursuits. The
Philip Morrises were highly satisfactory because they
are full of natural goodness that is friendly and humane
and soothing and no small consolation in this striferidden world of ours. Nathan, like Philip Morris, was
also full of natural goodness that was friendly and
humane and all like that
Well sir, the students smoked Philip Morris and
yocked with Nathan, and everything was lovely. Then
one day the university decided to fire Nathan and put
in a cigarette vending machine instead.
Well sir, the students did not take that lying down,
you may be sure! They organized a monster rally and
went over to proxy's house and made fiery speeches about
good old Nathan and how they loved him.
Well sir, prexy was no fool, and when he saw how
heartbroken the students would be if Nathan went, ha
decided that the wisest course was to keep Nathan and
cancel the cigarette vending machine. This he did. and
they all lived happily ever after.
MORAL: Bettor Nat* than lever.

FREE!

Third Little Story

Plastic Cases on all LP's ... No extra charge

One* there was a lion, which was a very quiet lion.
la fact, the only time it ever made a sound waa whan
it had a toothache.
MORAL: Wktn it paint, it roars. „__
_

SEGALLS
OPPOSITE GATE THEATER

• Max iaahain. 1M«
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Falcons Nip Rockets To Regain Peace Pipe
Bowling Green's basketball team scored their eighth victory' of the season Wednesday night at the Toledo University
Field House as the Falcons downed TIT, 56-46. Some sloppy
ball handling and two good zone defenses seemed to hold the
score down.
The Falcons took the lead after about five minutes of play
and were never headed from there
on. Neither of the teams seemed
able to find the range. The Rockets converted only four field
goals the first half while BG had
ten. The score at halftime read.
BC.-29. TU-20.
Coach Anderson inserted two
new men into his stalling five.
Al Reinke and Frank Wade. Keinke
seemed to look exceptionally good
on defense as he blocked about
four TU shots. Wade played hiusual good game on defense.
TU tvied to close the gap in the
second half but could not quite
make it. About midway in the
last half the Rockets came within four points of BG. 41-:t7, but
then the Falcons again pulled
away.
Statistics for the game showed
TU bitting on only IS p«r cent
of their field goals und BG S2.8
per cent High man for the Rockets was Bud Felhiibcr with ..
points. Murray Guttman, TU s top
scorer, who has been averaging
18 points per game was held
to 10 points. Chrystiil "Boo" Kllis
paced the Falcon attack with IS
and was followed by Rex Leach
who bad IS.
tast Saturday the Redskins of
Miami dumped Bowling Green,
83-67. The Falcons looked very
sluggish and had a difficult time
hitting from outside. BG only
managed to hit on 21 of 78 field
Toal attempts and 17 out of .'11
free throws.
Minmi, using a strong /one defense kept the Falcons from driving which they have done all

High Scoring Bobcats,
Big Green Invade BG

\,ii MM. with (heir big men thiRedskins prevented B(J from utilizing their fast break.
BG pot behind right from the
beginning as the Redskins took
an early 21 "t lend. The Falcons
mnnaued to close the gap to nine
points. jr»-lt;. but that was the
closest they came.
High M-orois in the game were
Wayne Knibry and Kd Winga'd
of Miami with 17 and 14 ponils
respectively. Rex Lcaeh and Al
Reinke each had nine for BG.

By DICK HOWE

ltowlinir Green'*, sophomore laden caKers have their work
cut out for them in the next three days as they entertain a
high scoring Ohio University team Saturday night and last
year's Mid-American Conference champions, Marshall Monday.
Although Coach Jim Snyder lost three of the top five
s iorcra from last year's Bobcat
squad which posted a 18*11 record
and racked up 82 points a game,
an all time Ohio U. record, his
team has a S-3 mark at present,
ate second in the nation in scoring and third in field poal percentage, (inly one of these three
were lost by graduation, however,
This was Dick Garrison, whose
li7f> points made him fourth high

FRATERNITY
BASKETBALL
Sigma Nu and ThcU Chi in A-l
and Sigma Chi and Alpha Kappa
Omega in A-2 continue to show
their heels to the rest of the teams
in the Intramural Basketball leagues. The standings for both leagues are as follows:
league 1
w L
Team
2
0
Sigma Nu
2
0
Theta Chi
1
0
Phi Delta Theta
1
1
Phi Kappa Tau
0
1
Delta Tau Delta
0
2
Zeta Beta Tau
0
2
Sigma Phi Epailon
League 2
2
0
Sigma Chi
2
0
Alpha Kappa Omega
1
2
Kappa Sigma
2
1
Delta Upsilon
2
1
Alpha Tau Omega
2
1
Pi Kappa Alpha
0
2
Phi Kappa Psi
0
2
Delta Epailon

Andy Sez

the Prez Sez:
■r LES WAGNEI

Itii kctltall is an intricate iramc.
A majority of college performers tOW.d in a fifty foot shot to help
were flipping the oval through a heat IK, in an NIT game.
That's what makes coaches age.
hoop before they discarded their
When you annually engage such
knickers. But the fast break, zone,
collegiate
stars that in the past
and press must be taught to them.
The touts profess the import- included Dolph Schayes, Ed Mcance of a jockey in aiding the Cauley, Alex Gro/.a, Ralph Beard,
horses performance. Accordingly Jim Kay, Hob Kurland, Sherman
White, Mel llutchins, and many
a coach shares in the victories of
others the headaches pile up.
his team.
For years
Anderson has
been associated
with a select
group of college coaches
that rank atop
'heir field in reAthens, Ohv» is the site for the
cording victorBowling Green wrestlers first Midies. But the cut
American meet this year, when the
throat recruitFalcons engage a very tough oping athletes now
ponent in Ohio University today.
in effect at
wAdim
The
Bobcats have been the MAC
some schools
schools has not infested Bowling champions for the last two years.
Ohio University has basically the
t!reen. Anderson explains that cersame team that grappled to the best
tain "intangible" factors have de
posited potential stars on his door- record of any OU wrestling team
in history last year. Five lettermen
step.
The genial ll<! mentor has earn- return from last year's squad which
ed the respect of his players, ran over the rest of the Mid-Amerisportawriters, and opponents alike. can teams and finished second in
He is easy going and treats his the Intercollegiate Individual Inplayers fairly. Recent lean years vitation, as well as the Ohio Invitahave stripped some of the luster tional.
from his reputation.
Only powerful Waynesburg ColThe Falcon tutor said "that at lege could beat the Bobcats on the
the start of the season he would mats last season. No other team
have been satisfied to finish third was able to take more than two of
in the MAC." It now seems im- the eight individual matches on any
probable that Miami will be stop- given might. The returning veterped in the title race. But BG is ans are: Rudy Napoli, 123-lb. Midnow in a battle for second with American champion; Tom Nevits,
137-lb. MAC champion; John
Marshall and Ohio U.
Defending champion Marshall Sforzo, 117-li>. MAC runner-up;
comes to town Monday. Both Steve Rudo, 167-lb. MAC champion;
teams run and BG enjoys a slight and Carmen Baratta, 1671b. MAC
runner-up.
height advantage.
Last year the Bobcats trounced
The contest also pits the loops
leading rebounders, Hal Greer and the Falcons 25-:), and OU grappling
Rex Leach. Anderson termed teams have beaten BG teams seven
Greer "a jumping fool." He also times, losing one, and tied one.
"This is definitely the team to
complimented Leach on the tremendous rebounding job he had beat in the Conference this year,"
Bruce Bellard, BG coach, stated.
done for the Falcons.
The Falcons will be greatly
Jules Rivlin has the Big Green
utilizing their familiar racehorse handicapped by the loss of their
fine
137-lb. wrestler, John Smith,
attack. Defensive stalwart Jim
McDonald will be assigned to eith- who was injured in the Oberlin
er high scoring Cebe Price or match, and will probably be out for
sensational sophomore Leo Byrd. the remainder of the i
Anderson found time to heap
praise on freshman whis Jim Darrow. He added that it would be
. 1 .
s. , |
hard to keep the deadeye guard
out of next year's lineup.
Reminiscing a bit, Anderson recalled how AHAmericans Bob
Coosy and George Kaftan of Holy
Cross tamed his team that featured Charlie Share.
Kaftan faked the referees into
fooling Share out of the game at
a crucial moment Cousy literally
threw the ball in from half court
to tie the contest with seven seconds to go. The Crusaders won
in the overtime.
Rhode Island's Ernie Cavalry

Matmen Travel
To Eingage

ou

1 i
fJZ

\ ^/SHOr

SHOP

}

scorer for the Bobcats. Dick t.rei-

rholo by llnniiiih
THE THREATENING ARM ol Miami'. Ed Wtnaard don't fa>. Tom Schwyn as
h» pulls down a rebound. John Sl«ing»r •lands by In a garni won by Miami.

Nators 17 Meet Streak
Tested By Loyola, MS
By Al GOLDBERG

Bowling Green's outstanding swimming learn puts its
17-n.oet win streak on the line twice this weekend. Tonight
at 7:00 p.m. in the B.G.S.U. Natatorium the Falcons battle
Loyola University of Chicago. Tommorrow night they invade
the Michigan State University campus in Lansing to take on
the Spartan swimmers.
Last WMkend tin* Falcon** won ference champion HI loo and 300

their third straight MAC relays
tiown at Kent State taking three
firsts and three seconds for a
total of <>.' points, Miami and
Ohio University were tied for second with ft] points each. Kent
State was fourth with 2K and
Western Michigan, entering the
meet for the first time, was in
fifth place with 13 points.
Ohio University was very impressive in bringing its team to a
tie with Miami. Bowling Green
and Miami were rated as preseason favorites.
BO demonstrated the diversity
of its strenjrth by winning the
.'tOO-yard individual medley, 200yard backstroke relay, and the
400-yard freestyle relay. In the
200-yard backstroke relay BG's
team consisting of Ralph Eakins,
Neil Itougher, I >irk Rose, and Don
Worsfold set a new record in the
MAC relays with a time of 1 iS2.7.
The league record was held by
Miami.
The .'{00-yard individual medley relay was won for the KalCOnS by Dave Clark, John Thompson, and Kakins. Hill Muir joined
('lark, Rose, and Worsfold for the
KG mermen to take the 400-yard
freestyle relay.
This year as in the past the
Falcons will meet some of the
countries best swiming teams. They
get off to a flying start this weekend with dual meets against Loyola of Chicago and Michigan
State.
The Spartans have already won
the Big Ten relays this year and
should present a stiff test to the
Falcons natators.
Co-captain Eakins, undefeated
in last year's competition in the
backstroke and Mid-American con-

yard events, will be a key man in
the medley and freestyle relays.
He finished fifth in last summer's
national AAU championship on
Ins way to an Olympic Iryoul.
Worsfold and Muir were top
point gathers in the freestyle events last year as the team grabbed
II straight dual meets and captured the MAC relays and conference
championship.
Co-raptain
Dick
ROM will aid them in the 100.
Thompson, runnerup In three
championship events last season,
will he a top threat in the butterfly and breaststroke. Lettermen
Karl Seidl and Jim Kepp another entries in UlSSS events.
Diving will be handled tor the
Falcons by letterman John Michael and Rill Castanien.

OU Socond In Scoring
The men from Athens wero
first in the nation in scoring until
Morehead State, last year's scoringest team, administered a 11974 spanking to take over the top
and drop the Bobcats to second
with a !H>.*J average.
After Ohio U. the Falcons can
not let up as the defending champion Big (ireen from Marshall invade the home court Monday
night.
Although beaten soundly by
Miami. 98*77, Marshall has a well
balanced attack featuring four
men In double figures. The team
has been handicapped by lack of
height in its three defeats. The
tallest men on the starting five
are G.2. hardly able to keep up
with the giants on most major
college teams.

Hal Greer is attempting to fill
the big shoes of rebound and
scoring artist Charlie Slack at
center. The ("2" senior is giving
it a very good try as his 16.9
points a game testifies.
Guards are l.eo Byrd, hig'iscoring sophomore who has collected 18 per game and Dave
Kirk, a fi'2" junior
Marshal)

Miami's Redskin*, unbeaten in
their first five Mid-American Conference starts, will be on the road
twice this week in league tames.
The tall 'Skins have bounced off
to a quick start in quest of their
fourth conference flag in the rago
sport.
Coach Bill Rohrs lakes his
charges to Western Michigan tomorrow night and travel to Ohio
University Tuesday. Miami put
their height to (rood advantage in
whipping Marshall and Bowling
Green early in the race.
Defending; titllst Marc-hall will
engage in three road contests this
week. They face Toledo tomorrow
and meet Bowling (ireen Monday
in league contests. Wednesday
finds the Thundering Herd tuckling rival Morehead.

After a study date on cold January nights
Stop in for
a cup of
Rich, Hot
Chocolate

I.like Owens inked a pact to
play next season with the Baltimore Colts. Tho All-MAC tackle
was third draft choice of the professional team.

Couch Jules Kivlin recently
pulled a surprise move by benching co-captain Paul Underwood
for what Kivlin called "excessive
loss of weight." Underwood has
dropped 10 pounds since the beginning of the season and was
benched in the hope that a rest
might help. Apparently the loss
of those pounds hasn't if feet ed
his scoring eye. He has a li.'J
average.

IT'S FOR REAL!

SEGALLS
Opposite Gate Theater

Really Fast
Dry Cleaning
Service!
Expert
Shirt
Laundering
Too!

SEGALLS
Opposite Gate Theater

by Chester Field

PENNY WISE*
POUND FOOLISH
"I'm sad to say," said Tootsie Brown,
"The weight I gain just gets me down
Each bite, each drop of this or that,
Immediately turns to fat.
Some girls, I note, can eat and eat
And yet they still look trim and neat.
To aggravate the situation
I much dislike my fat's location.
I wouldn't so much want to change me,
If only I could rearrange me."
Rearrange your smoking
ideas and find what contentment
means. Get real pleasure, rtal
satisfaction, with Chesterfield—the
cigarette that's packed more
smoothly by Accu-Ray for the
smoothest-tasting smoke today!

Phone 5386
Smoke for real... smoke Chesterfield

Open 7:SS ajn.-ll:0t p.m. Monday thro Saturday
Closed Sundays

Drops

Owens Inks Colt Pact

MOIAII

Topped with Whipped Cream

AT •rag*

Despite a drop from their alltime high of a 93.2 average last
year to their present 84.8, the
Big (ireen are sinking 41% of
their shots, ami have broken the
century mark twice, beating Michigan 103-75 and whipping a tall
St. Francis of Pa. squad 101-89.
Marshall finished as runner-up
to host team Eastern Tennessee
State in the Waytego Invitational
holiday tourney. Ohio U. whipped
Austin Peay 85-05 in the same
tourney to wind up third.

Rivlin Benches Undtrwood

MAC In Full Swing

UNIVERSITY DAIRY BAR

531 Ridfe Street

sheimer, lending pointmaker quit
basketball to concentrate on baseball and Hob Kvans finds himself
ineligible in his senior year.
Moor* Pacai Bobcats
Remaining are some very able
performers, proven by the fact
that all five starters are averaging in double figures. Captain
Fred Moore, il'l" senior forward
has piled up fi;U> points in two
seasons and has 14ri points in
eight games so far this year.
Teaming with him at forward is
S'S" Hob Peters, a senior with a
10 per frame average.
Roaming the center position is
Dave Scott, G'B'i" and only a
sophomore, who has turned in 11
points a game.
At guards are Rob Anderson,
another sophomore, with a 10.2
per game mark and the team's
defensive ace, Don Sifft. Sifft is
a 0*2" senior and besides being
outstanding on defense has found
time to bucket 12.8 a game.

Leading scorer is the other cocaptain, Cebe Price. Price is a
f»'2" senior forward with 18.8
points a game to his credit. Taking Underwood's place at the other
forward is Jack Freeman who
leads the team at the free throw
line with an 85T shooting mark.

•$SO tot to ANN BLACK MAR. Boul.nt Ona
Stott Unuxriity for hrr Omar r*U potm.
Ounwilnnt4M(0»

Kohl Hall To Honor ADPi To Use Paris
Campus Alumnae
As Setting For Dance

Pins To Pans
Plnn.d
Wilma Metzger to Hank Adler,
Phi Kappa Tau; Alice Kolman,
Shatzel, to Richard Lawless, Phi
Tau; Pat Ensign. Alpha Xi Delta
pledge, to Don Purvis, Phi Delta
Theta; Carol Heise, Treadway, to
Walter Bishop, Sigma Nu; Myrtle
Muntz, Alpha Delta Pi, to Wayne
Baldwin, Sigma Phi Epsilon; Carol
Hall, Delta Gamma, to Rex Leach,
Sigma Chi; Bonnie Brady, DG, to
Paul
Heiberger,
Alpha
Tau
Omega; Ruth Wolfe, Kappa Delta,
to Dave Glen, Sig Ep.
Judith Arli.it, T midway, to
Roger Phillips, Delta Phi Alpha,
Capital; Sally Blue, DG, to Dick
Purdum, ATO; Kay Sommers, DG,
to Jim Cox, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
alum; Gloria Thurston, DG, to
Jerry Hissong, ATO; Rosie McElhaney, DG, to Paul Dreuel, Phi
Delt alum; Barbara iiadcock,
Alpha Gamma Delta, to Ronald
Walsh, Pi Kappa Alpha; Anita
Poole, Chi Omega, Ohio State, to
Kip Crawford, Phi Delt
Engaged
Janet Cooke, Gamma Phi Beta,
to Tom Benbrook, Phi Delt; Rose
Berry, Delta Zcta, to Richard
lluincs, US Army; Helen Bohn,
Alpha Phi, to Roger Sellers, Sigma
Chi; Linda Brautigam, Alpha Gam,
to Paul Ballinger, Ohio U; Rita
Pelton, Prout, to Bert McMahon;
Jackie Browne, Kappa Delta, to
Richard Sommerville, Sigma Nu;
Jo Loyer, Gamma Phi pledge, to
Dick Farley, Sigma Nu.
Nancy Haynea, Gamma Phi, to
Dick Able, Stadium; Janice Runyan, to Thomas Dickson, Rodgcrs
NW; Carol Anne Evans, to James
Brown, Rodgers NW; Lois Papcke,

WBGU Features
Theaters, Music
"America On Stage" in the title
of a new sorica of half hour programs to be presented over WBGU
the University's edueutiunal r'M
radio station every Thursday ul
6:80 p.m.
The scries is a survey of Ihe
American theater in the lilth century as it reflects the tastes mid
feelings of the people of that era
Jonathan W. Currln, professor of
■peMMB at the University of Wisconsin anil 11 specialist in the histury of the American theater, will
serve an content authority.
Somt of the plays to be covered
are: "The Contrast" by lioyall
Tyler, "Andre" by William Dunlup, "Lion of the West" by .1. K,
Pauliling, "Metnmora" by Robert
M. Ilird, "I'ocliuontas" by John
Brougham, "Fashion" by Anna
loin Mowatt, and "The Poor of
New York" by Dion Boucicuult.

Gamma Phi, to Don Babson, Theta
Chi; Nancy Howard, Gamma Phi,
to BUI Struble; Sandra Spears,
ADPi, to John Ballmer.
Lucy Sparaco to William Wasil,
Phi Delt; Judy Steinberger, ChiO,
to Dick Bryan, Kappa Sigma alum;
Gail Francis, ChiO, to Ferrall
Flazier, Phi Tau; Jackie Bruch to
James Trace; Alice McCloud,
Alpha Xi House, to Terry Irish,
ATO; Wanda West, Alpha Xi, to
Bud Warren, Phi Tau, Ohio State;
Carol Reitxel, Capital, to Bill
M enter, Phi Tau alum; Jackie
Browne, KD, to Deacon Sommerville, Sigma Nu; Janice Nearing,
KD, to Glen Pirtle, Delta Theta
Sigma, Ohio State.
Married
JoAnn Christman, Shatzel, to
Allan Baiach, Rodgers;
Doris
Cvetic, DZ alum, to Richard Horn,
Delta Epsilon alum; Margery
Pandy, Alpha Xi house, to James
Ward, US Army; June Brackney,
ADPi, to Tom Stotskopf; Becky
Wilson, Alpha Phi, to Phil Franks,
Delta Chi, Miami alum.
Marilynn Nicholas, Alpha Xi, to
Carroll Thurston, Theta Chi alum;
Karen Zaebst, KD, to Ford Bull,
1'iKA alum; Margaret Neumann,
KD alum, to Chuck Graves, Sig
Ep alum; Lois Butcher, ADPi, to
Ray Nelson, Phi Delt, Ohio State.

Art Film To Show
Life Of Rembrandt
"Kcmbrnnilt" is the film to be
shown to members of the Art
(Juild, 7 p.m., Wednesday, January 111, in the Fine Arts Gallery.
The film concerns the life of
the Hutch painter, tracing his
career from its peak to it.i decline.
It has been described as an incisive portrait of a genius who
refused to conform to the accepted views of his contemporaries.
Alexander Knrda produced the
film. Charles Laughton portrays
the painter; Gertrude Lawrence
is shown as (icertje, his housekeeper, and Elsa l.aneastei as
llendriekje Stoffels, his loving
model.

l-fc.lo k> llxoinli

BEING TAPPED FOB ODK by Tni Ashley and Loany Mil.. 1. Bee. Walsh.
The sapplna ol Walsh and sslne other men occurred at 4 a.m. Wedassday.

Sigma Tau Delta Has
Initiation And Banquet

APhiO Chooses New
Officers, 8 Members

Thirteen members were initiated into Sigma Tau Delta, English honorary society, last month.
'I hey sre: Sheila Brooke, MarJorie Campbell, Linda Curtis,
Catherine Davis, Mary Dettelbach,
Marcia Karsiewski, Shirley Klotr.,
Ronald Kurtz, Nancy Leach, Susan Miller, Iliaine Moody, Jane
Shula, and Lois Webster.
A banquet at the Charles Res
taurant followed the initiation.
Hr. Rea McCain, the original sponsor of Sigma Tau Delta, and former chairman of the English department, spoke on the origin and
purpose of Sigma Tau Delta at
the University. Dr. and Mrs. Howard llrogan, Dr. and Mrs. Richard Carpenter, Dean and Mrs.
Kmerann Shuck, and Dr. and Mrs.
Giles Floyd were guests.

The following eifcht men were
initiated into Alpha Phi Omega
before the Christmas vacation:
Dale Haven, Charles Storta, David Stickler. Ronald Fark, John
Bfttner, (.erald Carter, Timothy
Ross, and Fred Snider.
Klection of officers for second
semester was also held before
vacation. The new officers are:
.Sheldon Kabh, president; Richard
DUN), first vice-president; Kvan
Urhammer, second vice-presidi'nt;
William ('armony, secri'taty; Donald Kni'. treasurer; and Dale
Haven, historian.

Toledoan To Speak
Leslie Postc, assistant director
of the Toledo Public Library, will
speak on "Geographer and the
Library" at 7 p.m., Thursday,
Jan. 17 in 300 Library Bldg. This
concludes the fifth in a series of
programs sponsored by the Geography Club this semester. Anyone interested may attend.

Alumnae of Kohl Hall will be
honored at a combined invitational tea and open house Sunday, Jan. 13. from 2 to 5 p.m.
Hostesses will be present residents
of the dormitory.
Former residents of Kohl who
are still enrolled at the University will be able to visit their old
corridors and rooms. Panhellenir
Council approvel has been obtained for the affair
Pouring at the refreshment table
during the afternoon will be Mrs.
Ralph W. McDonald, Mrs. Ralph
Harshman, Mrs. Jesse Currier,
Mrs Arch Conklin, Mrs. Kenneth
McFall, and Miss Harriett Daniels.
Delores Olenick, social chairman of Kohl, is in charge of general arrangements. Joan Linderman is chairman of the food committee and Janice James heads
the publicity and invitations committee.
In the receiving line will be
Mrs. Herbert Trumbore, head resident of Kohl Hall, Sally McClements, house chairman, other
members of the counseling staff,
and house board members.

Alpha Delta Pi sorority will hold
its "Le Soir de Paris," all-campus
dance, Saturday, Jan. 12, from
9 to 12 p.m. in the Women's Gym.
Music for dancing will be furnished
by Royce Hutehinson's Combo.
The French theme will be used,
with a large Eiffel Tower in the
center. Pink champagne and cookies
will be served from a small "Cafe
de Paris" at one end of the gym.
Tables will be covered with checkered table cloths and wine bottle
candle holders. The chaperone's corner will be a replica of a typical
French barroom. The entrance will
be a park scene, complete with lamp
posts and benches.
Chairmen for the dance are
Sandy Spears, publicity; Pat Salxler, decorations; and Jeanne Anderson, food. Assistant chairmen are
Gail Arthur, Barb Sweeney, Pat
Tongate, Gay Evans and Thelma
Madden.
Chaperones for the dance will be
Dr. and Mrs. Milford S. Lougheed,
Mary Jane Koenig, and Mrs. Lucy
Wilkinson, house mother.

NOW thru WED.
Kill. 7:»S fl ::r.
SAT. .'10 1:10-7:10-8:45
SUN. 2-4:30-7:05 9:45

SHOWN

Club To Sell Pizza
The Newman Clul» will spon 01
a pizza party tonight from K to 12
p.m. at Newman Hall, 160 8.
Knterprisc .St; and a communion
break fast Sunday, Jan. 13,
immediately following the ',* ;80
mass.
The Kev. Hanley, a Dominican
priest from the University of Notre Dame, will speak on "St.
Thomas Aquinas" at the breakfast.

Classified
NKKIi toGthpaato? At
llOnllt' liltl- TIlfHliT.

Nfi-IIU. n,,-

FRIENDLY PERSUASION*

coion
1,1,1a.

•***, DOROTHY McGUIRE

Ajm«frfr«WW-l«RX)fflEMAIN-Ria«M)EYER

HEAR! "Friendly Persuasion" by PAT BOONE!

FTA To Hear Geer
Future Teachers of America
will hold their regular monthly
moating Jan. 19, In the recreation
hull, according, to Frances Piasecki. program chairman.
Dr. Ralph Geer, associate prnffeaor of Education, the principle
speaker, will talk on Ohio teachers' salaries. A schedule of programs for future meetings also
will lie distributed.

Irving Sublo.sky, music critic
for the Chicago Daily Press, will
serve aa moderator on "Music Now
—And Then," a new series of
programs to he presented over

icklers!

WHAT IS A JOSHID POfll

LIGHTING A LUCKY? You might rub two sticks together

SEGALLS

.-but it'll take you hours to see the light. You might

Opposite Gate Theater

use ten-dollar bills—if you've got money to burn. Or you
might insist on matches—in which case you'll be a

WBGU.
The scries, broadcast at 7 p.m.
Friday, will be a survey of music,
linking the past with the present
to show the common purpose of
composers and listeners of today
and the past.
Sablosky in cooperation with
the Fromm Foundation originally
presented this series over radio
station WKMT-FM in Chicago.
Some of the topics to be covered are: composing, the song, cham
ber music, the concerto, the symphony, the oratorio, the opera,
ballet, the performer, the listener,
and the critic.

Lighter Slighter! Any way you light it, a Lucky tastes out

All size
Notebooks
and
other Supplies

of this world. It's all cigarette ... nothing but fine, mild,
JOHN COLUHI.

good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste even

Jarred Bard

better. Try a Lucky right now. You'll say it's the best-

f. flTlPI • COLLICI

tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
WHAT All DANCING IMOttf

DON'T JUST STAND THMI ...

SEGALLS

STICKLE! MAKE »25

Opposite Gate Theater

TIB •<Kit ■-

Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-word rhyming answers. Both words must have
the same number of syllables.
(No drawings, please!) We'll
shell out $25 for all we use—
and for hundreds that never
see print. So send stacks of
'em with your name, address,
college and class to HappyJoe-Lucky, Box 67A, Mount
Vernon, N. Y.

Watts Faults

WHAT IS A NOS4IMAN WHO
MISSIO THI SO All

Nobody Gave A Hool For J. Paul Shcetly * Till
Wildroot Cream-Oil Gave Him Confidence
•Wise •vsrykaay svold ms to i" howled J. Psul. "Because you're such s
ruffled old bird", replied his belt buddy. Well thai really opened Shcedy'i
eyes. He took a tui-dermiit down to the store and pecked up a bottle
of Wildroot Cream-Oil. Now he's the picture of
confidence because he knows his hair always looks its
best from morning till night. So If people hsvs been
hooting st your messy hair, screech for s bottle ot
tub* of Wildroot Cream Oil. It's guaranteed to keep
your hair Beat but net greasy. And all the gals will go
out of their way to beak to yon.
**/13lSi.HsrriiHUImV.,WiUummll,,N.

Wildroot Cream-Oil
QIVOI you eonfIdonco

SOS CUSSIHII.

Hiking Viking

ST. IOUIS U

Luckies
Taste Better

'IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER . . . CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHERI

WHAT IS WIND FSOM A
■AOWHO PATCH |

WHAT IS A CRA2Y KHTt

\Pi|rt|
'"-^Ij-

Brssss

Maims nscssici.
•. er CSUSASO

■VDOIFH

uait.it.

nmoui

• A.T.C*.

PRODUCT OP

WHAT IS A MAM WHO
ITIAIS OtAHWAMt

WHAT IS A MtW MOUND
IOVIS BOVI

SSK3}

i •^*v*-

m J]

Mai Plaid

JIM MA'

rssaas fsattsiii

IO»A STATS
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